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About This Game

Warning: This game is not completed. Even though the alpha is over, you will still face issues and bugs. Still a beta.
Join us on Discord!

Do you want to go back to a time where 50% of the game was not locked behind a paywall? Then join us in our time machine as
we make this dream come true.

Vengeance features:

Great gunplay: Weapons feel heavy, responsive and will challenge your ability to face recoil!
Full bot support: No internet connection? No problem! Play the multiplayer completely offline against our bots!
Great graphics: Did you know that the game is using Unity? Probably didn't expect that, did you? We have been working
day and night to bring this experience to you - with great looking, modern graphics!
Amazing weapon animations: One thing that has always been on the top list of our players: The weapon animations. We
are working hard to bring you only the finest of first-person weapon animations.
Amazing sounds: Footsteps, explosions, gunfire. Every single sound is amazing. Guns are loud, can't hear footsteps
across the map. Take a listen!
Custom sprays: Tired of being charged a fee for using non-custom sprays, for a limited time? Use our Spray editor and
submit your own, custom sprays to the Workshop and directly use them in-game.

This is not your typical Early Access shooter that is abandoned after a few weeks. It's a time machine back to a better time. The
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difference is: This is still in active development.

https://www.patreon.com/314arts
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Title: Vengeance
Genre: Action, Indie, Strategy, Early Access
Developer:
314 Arts
Publisher:
314 Arts
Release Date: 29 Apr, 2016

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 or higher; 64 bit version

Processor: A CPU released in the last few years

Memory: 5 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX11 Compatible GPU with 1 GB Video RAM

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 10 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX Compatible

Additional Notes: 64 bit version IS required to play the game!

English,German,Czech,Russian,Turkish,Italian,Arabic,Polish
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soda drinker pro. Very disappointing.

at first impressions the graphics appear to be very good and i enjoyed the details of the house, however after a while i realised
that the interactive items were useless. As the game went on the glitch became more and more to the point it became unplayable.

there also seems to be no story behind this game and i eventually didn't really know what i was looking for and how to proceed. I
wasted 45 minutes of my time looking around the house and clicking on all the fancy items just to see if there were clues in
order for me to carry on.

the sound was also all over the place. i turned the hoover on by the front door and l could hear it wherever i went within the
game, even when i went back to the car.

Overall not worth your money and i will be requesting a refund.. The story continues from the first game before it, to get a full
picture and emotional ties of what is going on your going to want to play and should play The Dark Eye Chains of Satinav, as it
relates to the story and without playing it you will have no meaning to what the person is talking about. Both games are worth it.
The artwrok is fantastic, water colour paint drawn in detail out of a fairy tale, with every detail and item done with detail like
the game before it, even conversations with NPCS, are done in detail with moving characters that come to life and shown in first
person, I bring up fairy tale because that is what comes to mind, those wonderous books you read as a child come to life in this
game.

Gameplay is point and click with inventory system and magic use, puzzles and events and conversations are logical and won't
have you doing some abstract picaso or infinate staircase riddle that has you smaking heads and every thing mostly fits.

Voice and sound are great, coming from a european maker, you actually get the feel of medievil europe and fairy tale setting
then you would from a western game,

I can find no fault in the game and everyone should own it, it reminds me of the games of old, like Syberia were story and art
fuse to create something you have not played before, honestly it did what few games could do, allow me to feel like I was
playing a fairy tale or reading one, something I have not felt since I was a kid. 5/5. This feels like mario kart without the
nintendo style.
There is still room for polishing and maybe the price is a bit too much,
but overall I like the game.. First off, this is a quality game. It is well made, great cinematics, high quality graphics (although the
scenes a bit on the dark side) - yes worth the $49 release price IMO.
I have now spent about 9 hrs playing and still working things out. It is not complicated, just an initiial learning curve of where
and how to build structures, do upgrades, keep resources flowing etc. There is ingame help but I found it to be hints rather than
a hand holding guide which I needed when i started playing.

There are 3 factions to learn to play- each quite different,
Like other RTS games the idea is to build up a base/bases and pump out fighting units and destroy the enemy.
You only need to collect one type of resource. You can have up to 200 units.

Technically the game plays very smooth and well on the main, i have had the game crash once when I was right clicking madly.

Is it fun? Well yes, I am enjoying the campaign I have played so far. The campaign consists of 15 missions-
5 for each of the 3 factions so plenty of opportunnity to learn all aspects of the game.

The skirmish mode seems a bit limited as there are only 8 options of maps which include number of players each map.

I have not played the MulitPlayyer as yet, due to none of my friends having this game, so cannot comment there.

Nothing can beat my AoM/AoE games but I did enjoy the slightly different style of game here and glad I bought it.
If you enjoy space RTS games this is a nice one. 8/10
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. Own a vive and want to play a good platformer on it? Buy this.

Now with VR support. Already an excellent platformer and you should see the reviews why, and now with VR support as an
update; the 3ds version can only dream of being this immersive. Looking around and seeing the whole stage, being able to see
depth, can help knowing when the cast the hook. Frame rate is VR spec.

Note: the moment you start the game, press start to reset the view to your default head position, VR dimension settings can be
adjusted in the options menu, such as scale of the area.

Kinda cute moving you head around and looking at the characters and mobs on screen.
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Don't be fooled by the positive reviews. They are all similarly written, and they all say very generic positive things about this
game that are often just wrong (eg. "story is interesting" when there is practically no story). Most likely fake reviews from
friends and\/or a paid service.

This game combines several common mechanics of mobile games, and does it poorly. Anyone that has played some decent
mobile games, even free ones, will instantly know this one is trash 10 minutes in.. They're masterworks, all. You can't go
wrong.. Terrorhedron (despite the awful name, sorry but I had to say it!) is a really nice game. It's a tower defense, and basically
that says it all. I think that the best way to enjoy the game is to play cooperatively with a friend, discussing the strategies you
adopt, and talking about the pros and cons of placing a turret here instead of there... played like this, this game is good fun.
Personally I don't like very much the sound assets of the game, so I play it with my music in the background and talking to my
friend using the Steam voice chat. Ah, and we have to use Hamachi in order to be able to do online multiplayer!

You will have fun! Especially if you start naming the various coloured prisms that you are meant to shatter one by one... So play
Terrorhedron already (and then tell me if the developer didn't experience a trauma with geometry!)!. OK, I'll admit to not quite
understanding this game. Rail Slave's aesthetic choices and vague narrative aren't always my thing personally, but I love the risks
the dev takes and their willingness to honestly engage with topics I want to see so much more of in games and to do so with that
rare combination of brains and heart. Whether or not I "like" it seems less important to me than the fact that it's absolutely
worth experiencing. The honesty and intimacy of the multiplayer aspect of the game took me by surprise in the best of ways,
and that alone was worth the price. Rail Slave makes unique, bold games that can't really be explained better than by playing
them for yourself.. Good story. Good HOPs. Good to excellent puzzles. Good music. Lovely art.
I enjoyed this game quite a bit.
Overly-challenging collectibles (I thought the snowflakes in the previous game were a problem, but the acorns \/ seeds of life
were truly frustrating). That said this game has an *excellent* after-game extras menu in order to fill in missing bits and pieces
(and achievements).
Despite a few irritants, highly recommended.
9 or 9.5\/10
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